CHRIS AND SARAH MORROW
LE BOURG
IMPASSE DU HAUT
CHILLE
16140 ORADOUR
CHARENTE
FRANCE
Tel: + 33 (0) 545 97 52 27
From Mansle: (Town on the RN10 between Poitiers and Angouleme) follow
the signs right into the centre of Mansle (Centre Ville). At the main
crossroad in the centre, you will see a signpost for Aigre; follow the signs
until you come to the centre of Aigre. Take the D739 signposted Matha out
of Aigre. You will pass a small petrol station, which no longer sells petrol, on
the right and shortly after this, you will see a right hand turning with a sign
for Chillé, the village is well signposted after this. As you enter Chillé,
follow the road through the village until you come to a small square with
trees and benches on your left. There is a larger square of land opposite on
the right. Take the small road to the right (Impasse du Haut) which runs
behind this square. La Grange is the first set of iron gates. Le Bourg, where
Chris and Sarah live, is the second set of white iron gates. (See picture
below)
Lock box is here

La Grange

Le Bourg

Keys for La Grange
On the rare occasion when one of us is not present at the house to welcome
you, you will find the keys to the house in a small combination lock safe which
is anchored to the wall on the corner of the house. Just stand in front of
the white gates and look to your right at approximately eye height.
Use the combination number which we will have provided to you in a separate
letter or email to open the lock and find the keys to the house.
Pictures of the lock both closed and open are below.

You can also use this key safe for the house keys if you have friends arriving
on a different day to yourselves yet need to be out for any reason. Just
make sure that they have the combination which we will have provided to
you.

